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Complete, labeled illustrations of nine portions of the respiratory system.Illustrations by award-
winning medical illustrator Vincent Perez.Chart includes detailed diagrams of:· respiratory
system· muscles of respiration· oxygenation of alveoli cluster· alveoli cluster & bronchus· nasal &
oral cavity· larynx· nasal septum· paranasal sinuses· bronchial tree

About the AuthorSophie Lee runs the IBS Tales website where hundreds of IBS sufferers meet
to tell the truth about what it really means to live with IBS. Sophie has a degree in English
literature and a postgraduate diploma in journalism. She was born and brought up in the United
Kingdom and lives on the south coast of England.
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Dmnp, “Rn must. Greta tool use it for teaching to my lung nodule patients”

Dr. CC, “Learn how to help yourself or someone you care about.. These Permacharts are
excellent to help learn about so many topics. The medical related are exceptionally useful to
know which questions to ask for clarification. We need to be our own advocates.Take them
along to appointments & if medical staff get irritated or doctors don't want to take the time to
address your concerns or to answer your questions then that's a big clue . . . find another doctor.”

Peggy Lingard, “If we only knew how this system works. During this planedemic a lot of people
was caught off guard because everyone was waiting for someone to tell them what was going
on. Even in the medical field. This chart could of help a lot of people understand those the lungs
really works.”

Victoria A Forte, “Excellent tool for school. Easy to carry and has everything in a concise tool.”

Jessa, “Labeled diagrams of different parts of the respiratory system presented very well.. This
double sided (two page) laminated study guide by BarCharts has a handful of information on it.
Being one of the less expensive study guides there isn't an overabundance of information on it. It
is basically nine different diagrams depicting the different parts of the respiratory system. In that
aspect it is very thorough. To get more in-depth information I believe a little more than only a few
dollars would need to be spent. For the price of this you are getting some very good, helpful
information. This is one of the simpler BarCharts that is laminated and has three holes down the
side so that it can be easily added to a folder with other BarCharts or information on this
particular subject. It is made well and easily understood. The diagrams are nice and clear as well
as each labeled part. It's presentation is unquestionably good. By all means a nice purchase.”

Sarge, “Excellent learning. Helps with nursing student”

Wesley Van Horn, “Great quick reference. Can't always remember stuff I don't use on daily basis
in health care. This reference is just what I need. Keep in my top desk drawer and reference
often. This is my second one.  First one, I wore it out!  Tattered and all !!!!”

Viara, “A great tool for Singing lessons/ Singing teachers. Very useful. I'm a vocal coach and
singing teacher, and use this to explain the breathing for singing process. My analytically
inclined students love it.”

G. Brocklehurst, “I recommend it.. I bought for my son as he is studying at University podiatry so
he really appreciated me buying this quick study Respiratory System. I recommend it.”



GARETH JONES, “Five Stars. Medical Student granddaughter likes the chart!”

Digit, “Useful. Very Good”

The book by Inc. BarCharts has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 866 people have provided feedback.
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